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The Chill in the Air is Not Just the Weather...
ST PAUL, MN - A chill runs through the air inside the Death Tunnel at Waverly Hills Hospital.
The Shadow Man haunts cellblocks at the West Virginia Penitentiary. A Civil War soldier’s ghost
communicates through flashlights at the Trans-Allegheny Lunatic Asylum.
Explore dozens of chilling ghost stories like these and 57 terrifying photographs from ten wellknown, haunted institutions across the United States. Haunted Asylums, Prisons, and
Sanatoriums includes the history of each building, personal paranormal experiences from the
authors and facility staff, and spooky highlights from on-site tours. This spine-tingling, one-of-akind guide is filled with photos, historical knowledge, interviews, and frightening, first-hand
stories. Readers will also enjoy an introduction to basic ghost hunting equipment and detailed
information about organizing their own visits to these haunted institutions.
Jamie Davis is a writer, traveler, and investigator of lost things. She lives in Savannah, Georgia.
She is an avid reader, art enthusiast, and enjoys exploring new cities and discovering new places
close to home.
Samuel Queen is a lifelong traveler and paranormal enthusiast. He had watched paranormal
shows on television for years, but always wanted to know if what they presented as evidence was
real. When Jamie presented him with the opportunity to go on a public ghost hunt, he jumped at
the chance. They both became hooked after their initial ghost hunting experience. Sam received
the validation that he was looking for from this (and subsequent investigations), that ghosts are
real. Sam spends his free time jogging and hiking in the great outdoors.
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